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‣ Multiple rare  processes 
accessible at the LHC 

‣ Unresolved tensions exist with SM 
predictions

‣ Window into top-quark EWK 
couplings

‣ Highly sensitive to EFT operators  

‣ Important backgrounds for SM/BSM 
processes 
 
‣ Increasingly precise measurements 

with growing LHC datasets

tt̄X

We are moving towards the era of precision rare processes 

2

Introduction

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2024-006

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2896104
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Figure 1. Examples of Feynman diagrams of tt̄W production at (a,b) LO and (c,d) NLO with one
extra parton. The diagrams show (a,c) QCD and (b,d) EW tt̄W production.

an irreducible background in many measurements of SM processes such as tt̄ production in
association with a Higgs boson (tt̄H) or the production of four top quarks (tt̄tt̄) [5, 6]. The
inclusive cross-section of tt̄W production has been measured by both the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations at √

s = 13TeV using partial and full LHC Run 2 datasets [7, 8], respectively.
Illustrative Feynman diagrams contributing to tt̄W production at leading order (LO)

and next-to-leading order (NLO) for both QCD and EW production are shown in figure 1
where q′ indicates a quark of different flavour from that of the other initial-state quark. At
LO, only the qq̄′ initial state is present (figure 1 a,b). At NLO, the quark-gluon (qg) channels
open up (figure 1 c,d), whereas gluon-gluon (gg) fusion production does not contribute until
next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) corrections are included.

In tt̄ production, the top quark (top antiquark) is preferentially produced in the direction
of the incoming quark (antiquark). This is due to the interference effects between amplitudes
in the qq̄ initial state and results in a difference in the rapidity distribution between top
quarks and top antiquarks.1 In proton-proton (pp) collisions at the LHC, this production
asymmetry results in a central-forward rapidity charge asymmetry as top quarks (antiquarks)
are produced with more forward (central) rapidities. Given that tt̄ production at the LHC
is dominated by the charge-symmetric gg initial state, such asymmetry is a subtle (order
of 1%) effect. This is different from the situation at the Tevatron collider (pp̄ collisions),
where a forward-backward asymmetry can be defined with respect to the proton beam, and
qq̄ collisions dominate over gg, yielding a more sizable signal (10%) [9].

The top-quark-based rapidity charge asymmetry (At
c,y) is defined by

At
c,y = N (∆yt > 0) − N (∆yt < 0)

N (∆yt > 0) +N (∆yt < 0) , (1.1)

where ∆yt = |yt|− |yt̄| is the difference between the absolute rapidities of the top quark (|yt|)
and top antiquark (|yt̄|), respectively.

In tt̄W production, the relative dominance of the qq̄′ initial state leads to a larger
rapidity charge asymmetry than in tt̄ production [10, 11]. Furthermore, the W boson present

1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the
centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the interaction point
to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The rapidity (y) of a particle is
given by y = 1/2 ln (E + pz)/(E − pz). The pseudorapidity (η) is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as
η = − ln tan(θ/2). The angular distance is measured in units of ∆R ≡

√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2.
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Figure 1. Examples of Feynman diagrams of tt̄W production at (a,b) LO and (c,d) NLO with one
extra parton. The diagrams show (a,c) QCD and (b,d) EW tt̄W production.

an irreducible background in many measurements of SM processes such as tt̄ production in
association with a Higgs boson (tt̄H) or the production of four top quarks (tt̄tt̄) [5, 6]. The
inclusive cross-section of tt̄W production has been measured by both the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations at √

s = 13TeV using partial and full LHC Run 2 datasets [7, 8], respectively.
Illustrative Feynman diagrams contributing to tt̄W production at leading order (LO)

and next-to-leading order (NLO) for both QCD and EW production are shown in figure 1
where q′ indicates a quark of different flavour from that of the other initial-state quark. At
LO, only the qq̄′ initial state is present (figure 1 a,b). At NLO, the quark-gluon (qg) channels
open up (figure 1 c,d), whereas gluon-gluon (gg) fusion production does not contribute until
next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) corrections are included.

In tt̄ production, the top quark (top antiquark) is preferentially produced in the direction
of the incoming quark (antiquark). This is due to the interference effects between amplitudes
in the qq̄ initial state and results in a difference in the rapidity distribution between top
quarks and top antiquarks.1 In proton-proton (pp) collisions at the LHC, this production
asymmetry results in a central-forward rapidity charge asymmetry as top quarks (antiquarks)
are produced with more forward (central) rapidities. Given that tt̄ production at the LHC
is dominated by the charge-symmetric gg initial state, such asymmetry is a subtle (order
of 1%) effect. This is different from the situation at the Tevatron collider (pp̄ collisions),
where a forward-backward asymmetry can be defined with respect to the proton beam, and
qq̄ collisions dominate over gg, yielding a more sizable signal (10%) [9].

The top-quark-based rapidity charge asymmetry (At
c,y) is defined by

At
c,y = N (∆yt > 0) − N (∆yt < 0)

N (∆yt > 0) +N (∆yt < 0) , (1.1)

where ∆yt = |yt|− |yt̄| is the difference between the absolute rapidities of the top quark (|yt|)
and top antiquark (|yt̄|), respectively.

In tt̄W production, the relative dominance of the qq̄′ initial state leads to a larger
rapidity charge asymmetry than in tt̄ production [10, 11]. Furthermore, the W boson present

1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the
centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the interaction point
to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The rapidity (y) of a particle is
given by y = 1/2 ln (E + pz)/(E − pz). The pseudorapidity (η) is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as
η = − ln tan(θ/2). The angular distance is measured in units of ∆R ≡

√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2.
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‣ Important background to SM/BSM 
processes ( , , SS dilepton) 
 

‣ Previous results show tension  
with SM but systematics limited  
 

‣ Very sensitive to higher order 
QCD/EWK corrections

tt̄tt̄ tt̄H

 cross-section motivationtt̄W

Phys. Lett. B 847 (2023) 138290

tt̄tt̄

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037026932300624X?via=ihub
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 common strategytt̄W

‣ 2 lepton (same-sign) + 3 lepton (1 opposite-sign) channels
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ Inclusive cross-section +  cross-section ratioW+/W−

‣ arXiv:2401.05299  
(accepted by JHEP)

‣ JHEP 07 (2023) 219

‣ Neural network fit for 2-lepton 
signal extraction
‣ Dedicated data control regions to 

improve background estimates

‣ Significant reduction in non-prompt 
backgrounds
‣ First differential  cross-section  

measurement in ATLAS 
‣ Comparison to NNLO prediction

tt̄W

 cross-section measurementstt̄W

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
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JHEP 07 (2023) 219

‣ Neural network event classification in 2   
same-sign channel  

‣ Separate , and non-prompt

ℓ

tt̄W, tt̄Z+tt̄H, tt̄γ*

‣ Split 3  channel by lepton charge sum, 
, and  

‣ Fit  for each subcategory in final fit

ℓ
Njets Nb-jets

m(3ℓ)

ℓ+ℓ+

ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ− ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ+

 inclusive cross-sectiontt̄W

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
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JHEP 07 (2023) 219

‣ Significantly reduced uncertainties w.r.t previous measurement  
(~7.5% total uncertainty) 

‣ Dominant uncertainty:  normalisation 

‣ Cross-sections are consistent with SM but tension remains

tt̄H

σt t̄ W+

σt t̄ W−
= 1.61 fb ± 0.15 (stat) 

+ 0.07
− 0.05 (syst)

σtt̄W = 868 ± 40 (stat) ± 51 (syst) fb

 inclusive cross-sectiontt̄W

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
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‣ arXiv:2401.05299  
(accepted by JHEP)

‣ JHEP 07 (2023) 219

‣ Neural network fit for 2-lepton 
signal extraction
‣ Dedicated data control regions to 

improve background estimates

‣ Significant reduction in non-prompt 
backgrounds
‣ First differential  cross-section  

measurement in ATLAS 
‣ Comparison to NNLO prediction

tt̄W

 cross-section measurementstt̄W

 common strategytt̄W

‣ 2 lepton (same-sign) + 3 lepton (1 opposite-sign) channels
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ Inclusive cross-section +  cross-section ratioW+/W−

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
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arXiv:2401.05299

‣ Combined fit: 48 ( ) + 8 ( ) signal regions 
and 10 background-enriched control regions 

‣ Split channels by lepton charge sum, lepton  
flavour, , and 

2ℓSS 3ℓ

Njets Nb-jets

‣ Additional dedicated BDTs for lepton isolation and 
incorrect electron charge assignment 

‣ Significant reduction in non-prompt lepton 
background from heavy flavour decays w.r.t CMS

 inclusive cross-sectiontt̄W

2ℓSS(++)
Post-Fit

ee μμ eμ μe

3ℓ(+)
Post-Fit

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
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arXiv:2401.05299

‣ Inclusive XS compared to CMS and  
stat-of-the-art NNLO prediction:  
Rev. Lett. 131, 231901 (2023) 

‣ Dominant uncertainty:  modelling  
(different treatment w.r.t CMS) 

‣ Experimental results in good agreement  

‣Tension with SM prediction remains (~ )

tt̄W

1.6σ

σATLAS
tt̄W = 880 ± 50 (stat) ± 70 (syst) fb

σNNLO(QCD)+NLO(EWK) = 745 ± 50 (scale) ± 13 (2-loop approx.) ± 19 (PDF, αs) fb

σCMS
tt̄W = 868 ± 40 (stat) ± 51 (syst) fb

 inclusive cross-sectiontt̄W

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.231901
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arXiv:2401.05299

‣ First differential cross-section 
measurement in  final state in ATLAS!  

‣ Combined fit: 2 ( ) + 6 ( ) signal 
regions, using profile likelihood unfolding  

‣ Differential in , , and angular 
variables 

‣ Measurements statistically limited 

‣ Overall excess in differential observables 
consistent with inclusive cross-section

tt̄W

2ℓSS 3ℓ

Njets HT

 differential cross-sectiontt̄W

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
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arXiv:2401.05299JHEP 07 (2023) 219

Arel
C (ATLAS) = 0.33 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.02 (syst) 

Arel
C (CMS) = 0.23 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.03 (syst) 

‣ Both experiments measure  
 and  separately 

‣ Can extract relative charge asymmetry  

‣ Measurements consistent with NNLO 
SM prediction

‣ CMS measures smaller central value

σ(tt̄W+) σ(tt̄W−)

Relative charge asymmetry

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
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Phys. Lett. B 779 (2018) 358

‣ Important background to SM/BSM 
processes ( , , , SS trilepton) 
 

‣ Constrain EWK parameters and  
BSM models through  coupling  
  

‣ Sensitive to spin correlation and  
EFT operators

tt̄tt̄ tt̄H tZ

tZ

364 The CMS Collaboration / Physics Letters B 779 (2018) 358–384

Fig. 3. Data-to-prediction comparisons in the 1bjet region (signal-enriched, upper row) and in the 2bjets region (lower row) for the largest CSVv2 discriminant value among 
all selected jets (left), the logarithm of the MEM score associated to the most probable tZq kinematic configuration (centre), and the !R separation between the b quark 
and the recoiling jet (right). The distributions include events from all final states. Underflows and overflows are shown in the first and last bins, respectively. The predictions 
correspond to the normalizations obtained after the fit described in Section 8. The hatched bands include the total uncertainty on the background and signal contributions. 
The pulls in the distributions are shown in the bottom panels. (For interpretation of the colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Data-to-prediction comparisons in the 0bjet region for the η (left) and pT (centre) distributions of the recoiling jet, and for the asymmetry of the top quark decay 
lepton (right). More details are given in the caption of Fig. 3.
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tZ

 cross-section motivationtt̄Z

Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032008 CMS Simulation 13 TeV

https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271623/1-s2.0-S0370269318X00033/1-s2.0-S0370269318301278/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEAkaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQD7/4TtLmv2ptmSTpDDBPb9DvYjo6H4V8GbjQ3bAHIRdgIgfvQ2VT31evBAXdP/AFovv1C+lQB5lmMVyceMC7DURI4qswUIUhAFGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDEOCNdASmsRAWupYsiqQBYRMphKmn17Z5b7raURemmjq1m1ZyC5HbThZwU1KN9nO7fOhtScflPYPxySTPeuy9V3ii/rj8M7GdqIOmb0C37YLvVwM+A4QNvcXhYR2ghDlzkkmdKBBlqFJd5L7fW9eQ9smrHIBND4o+sYt/QWOpHYcKKpOrAmjQOjkPgUuf5fdRian5XcVhinjVo+p6QJs9Z+rw0LFPpdLpef1NnTMFCYuP91zo9B3YE/clfPjlJsX2x+EdNfTylAKN+/O0mt4yADMl6f+zR87ybt83r8+7zBIUHEqw4N+WOgOWWxEqphi0/GbNeQK72RT0NIqqsk7ePQMqStR6j2JOuBLEx4Thkd9MhBC5tzykPsnSS5fQ87xO2mfg+LuuWhOvPoWPKC2e+NNl1c6x+4UpE5IJPLbpA0KF8TfFm9Xb4Iu6jGeEV8ITn3sieu/9+8mNNe3citqCDPrIzN8hkhP9f0TqTV6xN2cKxBV6EgPkVbsYgxiVOyHSP8iORanBl+METn4nSCHkYo+V4dHDsI47S61bgMOcqLKHXfn4G0ET4jmoRc7K433unvtVYXwwU9/pi05mf7HNxgu/IrIhDlR8bKXQK6gqAw8O6gggoH8OTz3C7x8LG7E+MtwbwmC9S5/GhCok+3bemWv5NggJEujZyUM0Ld7Lp9xo8TdlWk7VGWXI5C7TJVhYgywl5zQCtNgKydyr+DiQ+mS8f8X5Gkv/WcJ7zKIdvXDUMdt3soUFjXY0clcpENXo8k0+UfVuq9yZZl4IUZdK5+qQCOdBRCKpQCtCvanB/HYgSjpUwQLtHbWYJfshwJKDNGdpDm4EYoA1Pen0OGfWi6rChmOuFM9lrStFky610NWDLawdEeBWS+a3w2dyNG/MODmlrEGOrEB31VybKipQRnPsQpqinwOVSL6UuHTcOOj2feL4YseIDtJiaHyfBxwLdRQpgJnsUoP4W3jqAaXr/6nnkBKa2VcZo9AsNxGomJxEvkivRTwtJoU15IQzqyDVfLLKPKOPQknoaQ522N42kDtBYFwg2YkJoo1MYVhNgmvZvf/ck4ydKn1N3hYH4oJGVf6R9QQ1Oni6aEXKZI8h2HVSdf6lR+6YQhV1YPIw8KGAy6PW0JVaQaP&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20240422T021817Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYQOYFW2SX/20240422/us-east-1/s3/aws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=20cc560caea1a65c738b3eb194a04480ef2d350f451dca8c9367316e3fd30949&hash=287d610faee422cc3bd9ebf38f8309b986386936c2ae7934811171a08fd7b657&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0370269318301278&tid=spdf-d8f06c7f-fd49-4ba5-a826-9d089ab1389d&sid=7f8e4de36d23984b513941974d62c0e3527bgxrqb&type=client&tsoh=d3d3LnNjaWVuY2VkaXJlY3QuY29t&ua=0104585659535e085002&rr=87821f4fcdee35bf&cc=gb
https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032008
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 common strategytt̄Z

‣ Target 2/3/4 lepton channels
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ EFT interpretation targeting  and 4-quark operatorstZ

‣ arXiv:2312.04450  
(submitted to JHEP)

‣ CMS-PAS-TOP-23-004
‣ Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032008

‣  +  EFT fits in boosted 
events
‣ , ,  simultaneous 

cross-section measurement

tt̄Z tt̄H

tt̄Z tWZ tZq

‣ Multiple differential observables
‣ EFT interpretation using differential 

variables
‣ Measure effect on  spin correlationtt̄

 cross-section measurementstt̄Z

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2893862/files/TOP-23-004-pas.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032008
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arXiv:2312.04450

‣ Target 2,3, and 4 lepton ( ) channels, low statistics but 
high sensitivity 

‣ Select events based on:    

‣ Separate signal from background using  
Neural networks 

‣ Profile likelihood fit based on NN output (8 SR + 4 CR) 

‣ Fit each channel separately and combined  

‣ Good agreement with SM prediction  
(6.5% precision!) 

‣ Dominant uncertainty: Background normalisation, jets 

e, μ

Nℓ, Nj, Nb, Emiss
T

σcomb.
tt̄Z = 860 ± 40 (stat) ± 40 (syst) fb

σNLO+NNLL
tt̄Z = 863+73

−85 (scale) ± 28 (PDF, αs) fb

4ℓ

 inclusive cross-sectiontt̄Z

Eur. Phys. J. C 79 (2019) 249

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6746-z
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‣ Measure differential cross-sections 
unfolded to particle- and parton-level  

‣ 17 observables across 
 channels 

‣ Good agreement with NLO predictions 
across all variables 

‣ Measurements are statistically limited 

‣ Background normalisation and  modelling also significant sources of 
uncertainty

3ℓ, 4ℓ
 and 3ℓ + 4ℓ

tt̄Z

3ℓ + 4ℓ

 differential cross-sectiontt̄Z

arXiv:2312.04450

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
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‣ Z-boson in production modifies expected spin 
correlation between top-quark pair 

‣ First ever measurement of this effect at 
detector-level using template method: 
 
 

‣ 9 angular observables ( ) used as  
spin-sensitive variables 

‣ For each observable extract scaling factor 
( ) for spin-on and spin-off templates 

‣ Spin-off hypothesis rejected at  

O

fSM

1.8σ

f obs
SM = 1.20 ± 0.63 (stat) ± 0.25 (syst) = 1.20 ± 0.68 (total)

O = fSM ⋅ Ospin-on + (1 − fSM) ⋅ Ospin-off

arXiv:2312.04450

 Spin correlationtt̄Z

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
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 common strategytt̄Z

‣ Target 2/3/4 lepton channels
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ EFT interpretation targeting  and 4-quark operatorstZ

‣ arXiv:2312.04450  
(submitted to JHEP)

‣ CMS-PAS-TOP-23-004
‣ Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032008

‣  +  EFT fits in boosted 
events
‣ , ,  simultaneous 

cross-section measurement

tt̄Z tt̄H

tt̄Z tWZ tZq

‣ Multiple differential observables
‣ EFT interpretation using differential 

variables
‣ Measure effect on  spin correlationtt̄

 cross-section measurementstt̄Z

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2893862/files/TOP-23-004-pas.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032008
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Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032008

‣ One lepton (  or ), One high-  jet  
(H/Z candidate),  b-tagged jets 

‣ DNN to separate , and 
backgrounds 

‣ Simultaneous profile likelihood fit to event 
yields in  and mass observables, and 
DNN output  
 
‣ Extract 95% upper limits on differential 

cross-section for both  

‣ Measurements statistically limited

e μ pT
≥ 2

tt̄Z, tt̄H

pT

pT(Z) and pT(H)

 Boosted cross-sectiontt̄Z + tt̄H

https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032008
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‣ EFT effects grow strongly with  in 
both boosted topologies 

‣ Combined fit to extract EFT limits on 
operators sensitive to , , and  
4-quark couplings  

‣95% CL limits in agreement with SM 

‣ EFT limits consistent/competitive 
with most stringent existing limits

pT

tV tH

Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032008

 Boosted EFT measurementstt̄Z + tt̄H

https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032008
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Bonus: Combined  XStt̄Z, tWZ, tZq

22

CMS-PAS-TOP-23-004

‣ First simultaneous measurement of 
 cross-section! 

‣ Target 3 lepton channel with Z mass 
window  

‣ DNN classifier to split events into 
, , and backgrounds 

‣ Add 4 lepton channel for inclusive 
measurement to enhance  signal  

‣ Combined XS in tension in SM (~ )

tt̄Z + tWZ

tt̄Z + tWZ tZq

tt̄Z

2σ

σtt̄Z+tWZ = 1.14 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst) pb

σtZq = 0.81 ± 0.07 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) pb

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2893862/files/TOP-23-004-pas.pdf
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Bonus: Combined  XStt̄Z, tWZ, tZq

23

CMS-PAS-TOP-23-004

‣ Measure differential cross-sections at  
parton-level using profile likelihood unfolding  

‣ Focus on  and angular variables sensitive 
to EFT and QCD modelling  

‣ Fit NN scores across observable bins, 
further split signal by generator-level values 

‣ Increased tension with NLO predictions at 
low  (Momentum of lepton from W decay) 

‣ Measurements are statistically limited
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Figure 12: Normalized differential cross sections for tZq (left column) and the sum of ttZ and
tWZ (right column) as a function of pT(Z) (upper), pT(`W) (middle), and Df(`+, `�) (lower).
The inner (outer) error bars indicate the statistical (total) uncertainty, while the blue area refers
to the uncertainty on the theory prediction.

tt̄Z + tWZ

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2893862/files/TOP-23-004-pas.pdf
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tt̄𝛄
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‣ Direct probe of  
electroweak coupling  

‣ Main background for  

‣ Sensitive to EFT operators 
related to top to anomalous 
dipole  

‣ Complimentary to  
EFT measurements  

tγ

tqγ

tt̄Z/tWZ

𝛄 cross-section motivationtt̄

1

1 Introduction
The cross section measurement of top quark pair production in association with a photon (ttg)
probes the coupling between the top quark and the photon, making it both a test of standard
model (SM) predictions and providing sensitivity to new-physics phenomena beyond the SM.
With the large amount of data collected with the CMS detector in proton-proton (pp) collisions
at

p
s = 13 TeV during the data-taking period from 2016 to 2018 of the CERN LHC, precise

measurements of relatively small cross sections such as for ttg production are possible. We
present inclusive and differential measurements of the ttg production cross section in final
states with two oppositely charged (OC) leptons (e±µ⌥, e+e�, or µ+µ�). The inclusion of
differential information improves the sensitivity of the measurement to new-physics modifica-
tions. Additionally, we perform a model-independent interpretation of the results in terms of
the SM effective field theory (SMEFT).

First evidence for ttg production was found by the CDF Collaboration in pp collisions [1].
At the LHC, ttg production in pp collisions was first observed by the ATLAS Collaboration
at

p
s = 7 TeV [2]. Further measurements were performed by the ATLAS and CMS Collabo-

rations at 8 [3, 4] and 13 TeV [5–7]. In the latest CMS measurement presented in Ref. [7], ttg
production is measured in events with exactly one lepton (electron or muon) and at least three
jets (“`+jets”), using the same data set as the dilepton measurement presented here.

For this measurement, a fiducial phase space is defined for the ttg signal process with criteria
on the kinematic properties of the photon, leptons, and jets at the particle level. Events are
included where the photon is radiated from a top quark, an incoming quark, or any of the
charged decay products of the top quarks. Examples of leading-order (LO) Feynman diagrams
for these processes are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for ttg production with two leptons
in the final state, where the photon is radiated by a top quark (left), by an incoming quark
(middle), or by one of the charged decay products of a top quark (right).

Events are selected with two OC leptons, an isolated photon, and at least one jet. Background
contributions without top quarks are suppressed by applying additional b tagging criteria on
the selected jets. After the event selection, the dominant source of background stems from
events with nonprompt photons, i.e. photons originating from particles inside hadronic jets
or from additional pp collisions, or hadronic jets misidentified as photons. The nonprompt
background contribution is estimated using control samples in data, while other background
sources (mainly Z boson and single top quark production in association with a photon) are
estimated from Monte Carlo (MC) event simulations.

The inclusive cross section is measured with a profile likelihood fit from the measured distri-
bution of the transverse momentum pT of the reconstructed photon, in which the sources of
systematic uncertainty are treated as nuisance parameters. The differential cross sections are
measured by subtracting the estimated background contributions from the measured distribu-
tions and applying an unfolding method to correct for detector resolution effects. To evaluate
the sensitivity to possible modifications of the coupling between the top quark and the pho-
ton, the measured photon pT distribution is used to constrain relevant Wilson coefficients in
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 Productiontt̄γ
Photon from off-shell top-quark decay or initial-state radiation 

 Decaytt̄γ
Photon from final-state radiation 

Decay
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𝛄 common strategytt̄
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ Fiducial  cross section measurements at particle-level
‣ EFT interpretation targeting EWK dipole operators

tt̄γ

‣ arXiv:2403.09452  
(submitted to JHEP)

‣ Targets events from all 
production and decay processes
‣ Combination with single-lepton 

measurement

‣ Target 𝛾 production only for first time
‣ Measurements in single-lepton and 

dilepton channels
‣ EFT combination with 

tt̄

tt̄Z

‣ JHEP 05 (2022) 091

𝛄 cross-section measurementstt̄

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2022)091
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JHEP 05 (2022) 091

‣ 2 OS leptons, 1 photon, 1 b-jet 

‣ Combined likelihood fit across 9 
photon  bins in 3 lepton flavour 
channels 

‣ Measurement of fiducial  
cross-sections in agreement with 
SM predictions  

‣ Dominant uncertainties: Luminosity 
and signal modelling

≥

pT

𝛄 Inclusive cross-sectiontt̄

σfid (pp → tt̄γ) = 175.2 ± 2.5 (stat) ± 6.3 (syst) fb

σLO (2→7)
SM (pp → tt̄γ) = 155 ± 27 fb

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (LO production+decay) 

(Normalised using 
NLO K-factor)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2022)091
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𝛄 common strategytt̄
‣ Combined likelihood fit with targeted background-rich control regions
‣ Fiducial measurement to capture contributions from production and 

decay processes
‣ EFT interpretation targeting EWK dipole operators

‣ arXiv:2403.09452  
(submitted to JHEP)

‣ Targets events from all 
production and decay processes
‣ Combination with single-lepton 

measurement

‣ Target 𝛾 production only for first time
‣ Measurements in single-lepton and 

dilepton channels
‣ EFT combination with 

tt̄

tt̄Z

‣ JHEP 05 (2022) 091

𝛄 cross-section measurementstt̄

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2022)091
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arXiv:2403.09452

‣ Single-lepton and dilepton opposite-sign channels 

‣ Target 𝛄 production-only processes to enhance  
coupling  

‣ Single-lepton: 4-class NN to separate:  production, 
 decay, fake-photon, and prompt-photon backgrounds 

‣ Dilepton: Binary NN to separate signal from background  

‣ Combined fit in single-lepton channel over 1 signal 
region and 3 control-regions from NN output and NN 
output in dilepton channel

‣ Dominant uncertainties: Signal modelling,  
background normalisation

tt̄ tγ

tt̄γ
tt̄γ

𝛄 Inclusive cross-sectiontt̄

1ℓ

σfid (tt̄γ production) = 322 ± 5 (stat) ± 15 (syst) fb

σNLO (2→3)
SM (tt̄γ production) = 299+29

−30 (scale)+7
−4 (PDF) fb

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (NLO production only) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
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arXiv:2403.09452

‣ Differential cross-sections measured separately 
in both channels and combined  

‣ Profile likelihood unfolding  

‣ Measure XS in terms of kinematics and angular 
differences of leptons and jets in events

‣ Generally, good agreement with SM  

‣ Reduced uncertainties in normalised fits due to 
systematic cancellations 
 
‣ Statistically limited in most regions

tt̄γproduction

𝛄 Differential cross-sectiontt̄

1ℓ+2ℓ

1ℓ+2ℓ
tt̄γproduction

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
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arXiv:2403.09452

‣ EFT interpretation using photon  

‣ Limits on dipole operators   

‣ Rotate basis to extract : 
 

 

‣ EFT fit from simultaneous measurement 
of photon and Z  (arXiv: 2312.04450) 

‣Reduces independent limits on   

‣ Combination resolves degenerate 
structure present in separate  and  
results

pT

CtB and CtW

CtZ and Ctγ

pT

CtW

tt̄Z tt̄γ

𝛄 EFT interpretationtt̄
95% CI (obs.)

t t̄γ
95% CI (obs.)

t t̄γ + t t̄Z

Re[CtZ]

Im[CtZ]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
https://inspirehep.net/literature/2744513
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‣ Wide array of  processes measured at both ATLAS and CMS!
- More data and advanced analysis methods leading to more precise results!  

‣ More stringent limits on new physics achieved through EFT combinations
- Thus far bother experiments observe generally good agreement with SM

‣ Inclusive measurements now largely systematically limited
- Differential results remain statistically limited - Expect improvements in Run 3!

tt̄X

Conclusion

CMS-PAS-TOP-23-004

JHEP 07 (2023) 219

JHEP 05 (2022) 091

arXiv:2401.05299

arXiv:2312.04450

arXiv:2403.09452

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2022)091
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2893862/files/TOP-23-004-pas.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.05299.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.09452
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)219
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2312.04450.pdf
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Backup
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‣ Differential XS measured in terms of kinematics and angular differences of 
leptons and jets in events 

‣ Use matrix inversion without regularisation to unfold

‣ Generally, good agreement with SM  

‣ Predict smaller angles than measured, likely due to missing diagrams in LO 
prediction

CI
tZ (marg. 95%) = [−0.36,0.35]

CtZ (marg. 95%) = [−0.36,0.31]

𝛄 Differential/EFT interpretationtt̄

JHEP 05 (2022) 091

‣ Probe EFT limits on operator affecting  vertex using photon  
distribution  

‣ Perform combined EFT fit with lepton+jets measurement 
 (JHEP 12 (2021) 180) 

‣ Most stringent bounds to-date on 

tZ pT

CtZ and CI
tZ

pT (γ)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2022)091
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1876579

